The Middle-Norway eye-screening study. I. Epidemiology of the pseudo-exfoliation syndrome.
This is the first population-based PE prevalence study allowing comparison of observations from different geographical areas. The prevalence of the PE syndrome for persons above 64 years of age was found to be 10.2, 21.0 and 19.6% in three municipalities lying distinctly apart. Of 343 married couples the man was PE-positive in 36, the woman in 34, and both in 12 cases. One of the 12 couples was excluded because the spouses were cousins. The observed number of 11 couples is significantly higher (P = 0.022) than expected assuming independent occurrence of PE syndrome. Two homozygote pairs of twins were found in this material, both of them discordant for the presence of PE syndrome. This fact along with the discrepancy between observed and expected numbers of PE positivity in both spouses may indicate environmental influence on the distribution of the syndrome.